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The Old Market: We were sorry to have to object to the
plan to put a glass box on the roof of this Georgian
building as it provides such an enjoyable place to hold
all kinds of events. However we joined a number of
other groups, including the Georgian Group, in
opposing this scheme, which was refused and lost on
appeal.

GOOD NEWS is that The Brighton Society were
successful in getting the Connaught School in Hove
listed, but the bad news is that the Adult Education
Centre is being moved out and the building will be
empty unless a new user can be found. A much
needed new primary school for Hove on the ground
floor with adult education on the first floor perhaps?
The Brighton Society put on an exhibition about the
building, sponsored by the City Council, in the school in
March. This was transferred to Hove Library in May and
will remain on view at least until the end of June.
Please try to see it there.

The Royal Alex: above: front & rear. We have joined
the Montpelier & Clifton Hill Association and other
groups in campaigning for some of the existing
buildings on the site to be included in the new
development. We have been successful in that the
Council has now included this principle into their
planning brief. However the developers have been very
quiet and it would seem that they are not interested in
progressing any development there at the present time.

Carlton Hill: We have been very concerned about the
impact of the giant American Express office
development adjacent to the Carlton Hill Conservation
Area. Of particular concern is the listed Georgian
farmhouse in Mighell Street (above), which is in a poor
state of repair, even though two thirds of it belongs to
American Express and the other third to a private
individual. We raised this matter with the Council and
hope that they will be able to put pressure on American
Express to renovate it and find an appropriate use for it.
We are also concerned about the impact of the office
blocks on listed Tilbury Place and Carlton Hill School.
The Conservation Advisory Group, on which the
Brighton Society is represented, managed to get some
articulation into the walls of the office block, though it is
still built up to the edge of the pavement which makes it
particularly dominating.
Civic Voice: The Brighton Society has recently joined
Civic Voice which is representing many UK amenity
societies now that the Civic Trust has gone into
liquidation.

Brighton Marina: Although we did not appear at the
public inquiry we sent written representations objecting
to the plans for the Asda site at Brighton Marina, which
we thought looked like a 60s council housing estate.
The case against the plans was very competently put
by the Kemp Town Society. We still await the result.

The James Gray collection of historic photographs
of Brighton and Hove and the surrounding area:
Individual members, the stall at the Brunswick Festival,
an anonymous donor from another society, the
Regency Society, the sale of cards with a drawing of
the Bandstand and some of the Society’s funds all
enabled the Society to sponsor the digitisation of two
volumes of the collection. The collection is now being
administered by the History Centre who can produce
either digitised or hard copies of the photographs to
order for a fee.
Visit: http://www.brighton-hoverpml.org.uk/HistoryAndCollections/Pages/imagereprodu
ction.aspx
Photograph below from the James Gray collection:
Attree Villa Queen’s Park, designed by Charles Barry, but
demolished 1972 and replaced by an estate of houses.

Royal Sussex Hospital (above): a planning application
has not yet been registered, but it seems that the plans
involve the demolition of the Barry building, which is not
listed. We are not sure yet of the fate of the chapel
which is listed.
St Augustine’s church, Stanford Avenue: the church,
listed grade II, and with the church hall are of great
townscape value. Although the facade of the hall is to
be retained the hall itself is to be converted to flats. The
number of the flats has been reduced from 20 to 14, but
the building is still too dominating for the church. The
application has yet to be decided.
Consultation Process: we intend to organise a
discussion between Council officers and a number of
local organisations on questionnaires and consultation
processes carried out both by the Council as well as
developers.
Saltdean Lido: we have supported the campaign to
save this listed grade II building.
Stanmer Conservation Area review: we were pleased
with the report produced by the City’s Design and
Conservation section. There are concerns about the
stable block which is deteriorating with a leaking roof.
We would like a use to be found for the Long Barn,
small workshops perhaps?
South Downs National Park: We were members of
the South Downs Campaign, a dynamic and
professional group who did so much to achieve National
Park status for the South Downs
History Centre/The Keep: We joined many other
groups and individuals in campaigning successfully to
keep the Brighton History Centre at Brighton Museum.
The plan is to move it to the Keep to be built in
Woollards Field near Falmer and due to open in 2014.
Although historic documents should go to the Keep, we
would like less precious resources to be kept at the
present History Centre, which is so much more
accessible for the general public.
The Autumn Walk: was led by Geoff Mead around the
London Road area. A few members of ‘Another London
Road’ were invited to join us.

Emailing newsletters: as you will have noticed we
have started to email our newsletters. As no one reads
something that is more than two sides of A4 on a
screen they will be shorter, but we aim for four
newsletters per annum. Please let us know if you would
rather receive your newsletters as hard copy.
Website: we try to keep our website up to date. You will
find a list of the major planning issues we are, or have
recently been, concerned with on the ‘Home’ page
under the heading ‘Articles’.
Also on the ‘Home’ page you will see ‘Upcoming
events’. If you pull the mouse over this the next event
will show up, but go to the ‘Events’ page for further
information and more events.
As you will have noticed the Brighton Society does not
run events, visits or lectures itself, except the annual
walk and occasional meetings of representatives of
other societies to discuss a specific topic, so we try to
keep you informed about events organised by Brighton
Museum and other societies which welcome members
of the Brighton Society to their activities.
Have you paid your subscription? If not please see
the form at the bottom of the agenda enclosed with this
newsletter and on the front of our previous newsletter.

